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Mr. L. C. Corbett
Bureau of Plant Industry,
Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir:

Answering your inquiry regarding a catalog, we have not issued one in the last five years. However, we are very busy in getting up a stock of new and rare plants. We consider among the finest of our new introductions, the Coolidge Feijoa; the Dwarf Chinese Lemon introduced by Mr. Meyer; Eugenia Hookeri of which we have recently planted 18,000 for use the same as Box and Bay; Podocarpus elongatus which we are convinced is to become a valuable house plant; and Ericas of which we are this year growing 150,000 of twenty-one different varieties. Of course we have a lot of other lines such as the Avocado and many new and rare ornamentals, and at this time our trade is about all that we can handle with the amount of efficient help that is procurable, so that we have not deemed it worth our while to issue a catalog.

Sincerely,

D. W. Coolidge, Pres.
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